All-dielectric metasurface imaging platform applicable to laser scanning microscopy with enhanced axial resolution and wavelength selection
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Abstract: Metasurfaces composed of artificially fabricated nano-sized structures have shown extraordinary potential for the precise control of light. Here, we demonstrate for the first time, a metasurface application to reduce the axial size of the point spread function in laser scanning microscopy. The all-dielectric metasurface has wavelength selectivity over the whole visible range, and confinement of the excitation point spread function of the electromagnetic field. These two unique features allow the metasurface to be applied to laser scanning microscope systems. Numerical and experimental demonstrations of the proposed all-dielectric metasurface are reported, showing sharp implicit spectral filtering in the visible range and enhanced axial confinement by observing actin filaments in NIH3T3 cells. We believe that our approach can provide a useful insight on the practicality of using metasurfaces as an imaging platform.
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1. Introduction

Metasurfaces are planar optical elements composed of artificially fabricated nano-sized structures and have ability to precisely control optical properties. Metasurfaces have been utilized in holograms [1–8], color filters [9–12], beam steering devices [13–15], invisibility cloaks [16] and metalenses [17–21]. Metalenses show great potential for practical applications as an imaging platform. High numerical aperture (NA), aberration free, and broadband focusing metalenses may be able to replace conventional lenses in optical systems. However, recent work on metasurface-based imaging has focused only in metalenses, despite the axial light confinement and wavelength selection capabilities of the metasurface, which are of great benefit to optical imaging systems.

The confinement of light is required to increase the resolution of structures against background noise. Laser scanning (LS) based microscope systems like laser scanning confocal microscopy (LSCM) and stimulated emission depletion (STED) microscopy [22] offer higher signal-to-background noise ratio (SBNR) images than conventional wide-field microscopy because LS systems use a densely-focused excitation illumination light and a pinhole that can remove the out-of-focus noise. The axial excitation can also be restricted to the superficial layer by using total internal reflection [23] and plasmonics [24,25] because the evanescent field from those phenomena only affect the top 100 nm of samples. Optical interference has also been used to excite a thin layer along the axial direction, and thereby enhance the axial resolution. Various novel techniques to generate interference have been reported, including 4Pi microscopy [26], I®M microscopy [27], the mirror-enhanced axial resolution technique [28] and standing-wave...
excitation microscopy [29]. These techniques effectively generate interference at the focal spot, but their delicate alignment processes and overall complexity of the systems obstruct their practical use.

Many fluorescence-based imaging systems use a laser as the light source due to its high output power and collimated beam focused in a diffraction-limited spot. However, lasers are monochromatic sources, so several lasers are required in combination to measure multiple fluorescence. This obstacle was cleared with the advent of supercontinuum sources [30], which provide white light emission along with high power and laser beam profiles. Many LSCM and STED imaging systems with a supercontinuum laser source have been reported [31–34] and commercialized. Although white laser sources achieve tunable color over the full range of visible light, they require electronically programmable devices to select the desired wavelength (λ). These are usually acousto-optical tunable filters (AOTF), which results in this being a cost-inefficient system. No effective solutions to replace the existing filter system has yet emerged.

Here, we propose a metasurface application that enables an imaging system with two functions; enhanced axial resolution of LSCM and implicit spectral filtering, providing new approaches to the aforementioned bottlenecks with a simple and applicable imaging platform. The metasurface is composed of an array of nano-sized hydrogenated amorphous silicon (a-Si:H) discs. It exhibits a sharp reflection spectrum which can be used to excite the target fluorochromes. The reflectance peak can be shifted by adjusting the unit structure of the dielectric metasurface, so the entire visible range can be covered. The metasurfaces are also optimized to create an axially-narrow excitation region. At the peak wavelength, reflected beams form interference patterns with the incident Gaussian beam, generating the excitation point spread function (PSF) near the metasurface, behind the specimen. This PSF is axially thin, and this dielectric metasurface-enhanced axial-narrowing imaging technique (MAIT) approximately doubles the axial resolution compared to conventional diffraction limited microscopy. The characteristics of the spectrally narrow reflectance and axially-narrow PSF are demonstrated with numerical and experimental results. Finally, we observed axially-enhanced images of biological cells stained with two fluorescent dyes. This is the first attempt of exploiting the axial resolution enhancement and wavelength selectivity of dielectric metasurfaces for imaging applications. Moreover, various nanopatterns such as nanopillar, hole array and other structures have attracted considerable interest in biology due to its effects on cellular responses like adhesion, cell motility and morphology [35–38]. We believe that the engineering of nano-sized unit cell of dielectric metasurfaces can bring a significant advance in imaging areas, especially in observation of biomolecules on nanopatterned substrate with additional functionality like axially high SBNR and implicit filtering.

2. Proposed dielectric metasurface design

The concept of our approach is described in Fig. 1(a). The schematic diagram of MAIT is similar to conventional confocal scanning microscopy. The excitation laser is focused at the image plane through a high NA objective lens. The fluorescence emitted from the specimen is collected by the same objective lens and captured in the photo multiplier tube (PMT). The difference between MAIT and conventional systems is that the specimen is directly placed on the designed metasurface. For each measurement, the specimen should be prepared on a different metasurface due to the absence of the protecting layer in the current metasurface design. Also, there is no excitation filter in the path of excitation light due to the implicit spectral filtering of the metasurface. In the inset of Fig. 1(a), the details of MAIT are described. The Gaussian excitation light is illuminated onto the metasurface and reflected at a certain narrow range of wavelengths, which are determined by the design of the metasurface. The reflected light interferes with the excitation light, making an axially narrowed PSF away from the metasurface and the axially confined region is formed between the metasurface and cover glass. A small region (indicated with red ellipse) inside the specimen can excite the fluorescence with minimal axial volume.
Compared to conventional LSCM’s axial resolution of 500 nm, MAIT shows a PSF of about half that value.

Fig. 1. (a) Schematic of MAIT. Source light is illuminated to the image plane, and the emitted fluorescence is captured by PMT through a pinhole and optics system (Obj: objective lens, DM: dichroic mirror, M: mirror, L1-L2: lenses, P: pinhole). The specimen is placed directly onto a dielectric metasurface with a-Si:H nanodiscs. Inset shows the magnified view of the black box. Constructive interference is formed inside the specimen with a small axial excitation region (red ellipse). The beam profile of the source light and narrow PSF is shown in the inset (i) and (ii), respectively. (b) Schematic of the designed dielectric metasurface. On an SiO$_2$ substrate, a-Si:H nanodiscs are arranged in an array with period $P$. Each nanodisc has radius $r$ and thickness $T$. The metasurface selectively and efficiently reflects a narrow range of wavelengths.

A schematic of the all-dielectric metasurface is shown in Fig. 1(b). It is made up of an array of a-Si:H nanodiscs. Compared to a normal amorphous silicon which suffers from low efficiency in visible region, a-Si:H has relatively high refractive index and near-zero extinction coefficient in the visible regime due to hydrogen impurities. Thus, a-Si:H has low optical loss at visible wavelength (Appendix, Fig. 5). The unit structure has subwavelength dimensions of radius $r$, period $P$ and thickness $T$. The reflection characteristics of the metasurface can be designed by choosing the appropriate structural parameters. In principle, a single dielectric nanodisc can support a Mie electric dipole and a magnetic dipole resonance. However, due to the low refractive index of the a-Si:H nanodiscs, these resonances are weak and cannot be easily distinguished from the reflected light of the substrate. The magnitude of the resonant modes can be increased by placing multiple nanodisc scatterers closely together. When the number of nanodiscs increases, the resonant mode is strengthened [39]. Therefore, a metasurface made up of a periodic array of a-Si:H nanodiscs can generate sufficient structural reflectance for MAIT. The geometry of the nanodiscs and their periodicity can be designed to tune the electric and magnetic dipole resonances for high reflection efficiency with a reduced full width at half maximum (FWHM) in the whole visible range.

3. **Implicit spectral filtering and axially confined point spread function**

To further explore the implicit spectral filtering of the metasurface, numerical analysis was performed using the finite-difference time-domain (FDTD) method to find the optimum parameters for sharp and high reflection. The calculated reflection is described in Fig. 2(a). High reflection peaks can be generated over a broad wavelength region, from 450 nm to 700 nm. Figure 2(b) shows the selected reflection graph in Fig. 2(a), and the peak is normalized for easier comparison. We observed that the peak is shifted to longer wavelengths when $r$ is increased. For nanodiscs with $T$ of 100 nm, the reflection peaks appear at 488 nm, 556 nm, 596 nm and 647 nm when $r$ is 75 nm, 94 nm, 106 nm and 124 nm, and $P$ is 334 nm, 379 nm, 408 nm and 442 nm, respectively.
The results show a narrow FWHM due to the effects of the periodic structure and the low loss of the dielectric material \cite{39,40}. To prove the reflection of designed metasurface, we fabricated two metasurfaces, one with the highest peak at 488 nm and the other at 556 nm. Figures 2(c) and 2(d) show the measured reflection spectra of the fabricated metasurfaces (Appendix, Fig. 6) with an insert image of the reflected color. The measured reflectance of each metasurface at the resonance of 488 nm and 556 nm shows 0.41 and 0.63, respectively. Compared to the simulated reflectance of 0.42 and 0.66, the measured spectra and structural color response of the fabricated metasurfaces match well with the numerically calculated results. Our metasurfaces are based on Mie resonance, which accompanies the electric dipole (ED) and magnetic dipole (MD). For clear visualization, a metasurface with \( r = 75 \) nm and \( P = 334 \) nm is simulated to show the electric field profiles and current density at the resonance. Under the x-polarized illumination, ED and MD resonances occur at 488 nm simultaneously as shown in Fig. 2(e)–2(g). Whereas metallic nanopatterns exhibit ED resonance dominantly, the high index dielectric nanodiscs induce circulating current density as a result of phase retardation and field penetration. The circular displacement current in xz plane generates MD resonance along y-axis at the same time.

**Fig. 2.** (a) Reflection from the metasurface as affected by the nanodisc radius \( r \) and wavelength \( \lambda \). An increase in \( r \) causes an increase in the \( \lambda \) that is reflected with high efficiency and a narrow FWHM. (b) Plots of normalized selected \( \lambda \) in Fig. 2(a). Each reflection spectrum shows a narrow bandwidth, which is selectively reflected at a desired \( \lambda \). Simulated and measured reflection spectra of (c) \( r = 75 \) nm and (d) \( r = 94 \) nm. (e) Field profile for the ED resonance, (f) field profile for the MD resonance and (g) current density in xz plane at \( \lambda = 488 \) nm.
wavelength as shown in Fig. 2(f) and 2(g). The spectral overlap of the ED and MD inside the nanodisc brings out high and sharp reflection peak. We performed detailed parametric study to control the reflection (Appendix, Fig. 7).

The optimized metasurfaces were simulated to predict the axial confinement of the PSF. We simulated the excitation electromagnetic field for conventional confocal microscopy and MAIT. The simulation parameters were set to match the experimental and simulation details as described in the experimental section. The results of the electric field distribution in the y-z plane at different wavelengths of 488 nm, 556 nm, 596 nm and 647 are shown in Fig. 3(a)–3(d). The z-axis represents the distance from the top of the nanodiscs. MAIT shows tightly confined excitation PSFs, which have axial direction sizes of around 217 nm, 234 nm, 261 nm and 270 nm, respectively. Two counter-propagating Gaussian beams generate an interference pattern which can be used to confine light beyond the diffraction limit along the axial direction, which can increase the local electromagnetic field above the metasurface. Constructive and destructive interference occurs when the phase difference of the counter-propagating beams is 0 and \( \pi \), respectively. The phase difference of the incident and reflected beams and the amplitude of the interference pattern along the propagation axis are described (Appendix, Fig. 8). The axially confined PSF is created at the positions where the two beams phases match and constructively interfere. The slight mismatch at 160 nm can be explained by the spatially varying amplitude of the reflected beam. In contrast to MAIT, the excitation PSF of conventional confocal microscopy (Fig. 3(e)) shows high electric field intensity around 500 nm along the z axis; i.e., objects placed closer than 500 nm cannot be resolved axially and SBNR is low due to the wide PSF. MAIT increases the axial resolution of LS microscopy around 1.85 to 2.30-fold depending on the wavelength. Compared to 4Pi microscopy, the confinement of PSF has a similar axial size. However, 4Pi has two sidelobes between the two faced objective lens, whereas MAIT has only one sidelobe that can

![Fig. 3. Electric field amplitude profiles in the y-z plane of MAIT using metasurfaces that have reflection peaks at: (a) 488 nm, (b) 556 nm, (c) 596 nm and (d) 647 nm. (e) Normal confocal PSF at 488 nm. (f) Distance of PSF from the metasurface according to different wavelength.](image-url)
acquire sharp images [41]. The distances between the confined fields of PSF and the metasurface are described in Fig. 3(f). The placement of PSFs near the metasurface is around 200 nm, but excitation light with longer wavelengths shows a PSF further away from the metasurface. TIRF microscopy [23] forms an excitation field close to the any glass cover. In contrast, due to the PSF existing near the metasurface, the existence of a glass cover above the specimen has no effect on the axial confinement of MAIT. Therefore, the sample thickness and glass cover position does not need to be considered. Some additional information about the spatial PSF characteristics with different background refractive index (Appendix, Fig. 9) are explained.

4. Cell imaging results

To verify the ability of imaging with the enhanced axial resolution of MAIT, the microstructures of NIH3T3 cells were observed. Optically-sectioned image quality can be dramatically sharpened when the axial resolution is enhanced by removing the signal from the out-of-excitation region. We applied MAIT in a commercial confocal microscope system and performed an imaging experiment to show high SBNR using two metasurfaces. The microscope had a 63X (NA = 1.3) oil-immersion objective lens and the captured fluorescence signal was properly cut by a mounted emission filter. The pinhole size was fixed to 1 AU and the laser power was fixed during the measurement. We can confirm that MAIT has a smaller PSF leading to an increased SBNR, and clearer images than conventional confocal microscopy.

Observing microstructures is crucial in investigations of intracellular structure. We stained the cells with red ($\lambda_{ex}$: 545 nm; $\lambda_{em}$: 570 nm) and green ($\lambda_{ex}$: 495 nm; $\lambda_{em}$: 520 nm) fluorescent dye to resolve layers of actin filaments, which are responsible for regulating cell shape and motility. The normal confocal images with different colors are shown in Fig. 4(a) and 4(d). Due to the large PSF in the excitation region, even though the focus is well formed on the sample plane, blurry background noise is captured simultaneously in the optical sectioning image. In contrast, the MAIT images with two metasurfaces in Fig. 4(b) and 4(e) show clear elliptical shadows of the nuclei that are distinct from the actin filaments, and the margins of the cell are more apparent compared to the normal confocal images. An axially thin section in the middle of the filaments is excited, while the top and bottom regions of the filaments are not, so they can easily be distinguished from the background signal. It demonstrates that a minimized PSF is well formed near the metasurfaces and the axial resolution is enhanced. The red and blue curves in Fig. 4(c) and 4(f) show the intensity along the dashed white lines in Fig. 4(a)–4(b) and 4(d)–4(e), respectively. The red lines are from normal confocal images and the blue lines are from MAIT. Numerically, the SBMR is increased about 1.75-fold when the ratio between the signal to background intensity is comparable in both cases. In the normal confocal image, the out-of-focus signal (yellow box) is captured simultaneously and makes the image blurred as shown in Fig. 4(g). In contrast, the MAIT images in Fig. 4(h)–4(i) show high contrast filament images clearly. The normalized intensity profiles in Fig. 4(j), which show the thickness of single filament (yellow indicator) in Fig. 4(h)–4(i), prove that axial resolution enhancement can indirectly affect to the lateral resolution as well as the image contrast due to the high SBNR.

To achieve further axial resolution improvement, higher reflection at desired wavelength should be required. However, current design of metasurface used in MAIT shows less than 85% reflectance in visible range. We examined the effect of reflection coefficient on the axial resolution enhancement by analytically calculating the interference of the incident and the reflected Gaussian beams (Appendix, Fig. 10). The axial resolution can be further enhanced by designing metasurfaces with high reflection peak at a desired wavelength.
Fig. 4. NIH3T3 cell images of normal confocal microscopy and MAIT for comparison of normal confocal microscopy and MAIT. Captured cell image stained with green fluorescent dye from (a) the normal confocal microscopy and (b) MAIT. (c) Intensity profile of the dashed lines in Fig. 4(a)–4(b). Captured cell image stained with red fluorescent dye from (d) the normal confocal microscopy and (e) MAIT. (f) Intensity profile of the dashed line in Fig. 4(d)-(e), as in Fig. 4(c). The red and blue lines in Fig. 4(c) and 4(f) represent the fitted intensity profiles from normal confocal microscopy and MAIT, respectively. Scale bars are 5 µm. (g) Image obtained by normal confocal microscopy with out-of-focus signal, blurring the image. Cell images stained with (h) green and (i) red fluorescent dye are captured by MAIT with high SBNR and contrast. (j) Intensity profile of the yellow indicators showing single filament structure in Fig. 4(h) and 4(i).

5. Methods

5.1. Numerical modeling and simulation

Commercial FDTD software (Lumerical FDTD) was used for simulations. Reflection, impedance and effective refractive index spectra were simulated with periodic boundary conditions along the x axis and y axis, and a perfectly-matched layer (PML) along the z axis. The simulated reflection spectra were used to calculate other subset data (e.g., scaling factor, Q-factor). PSF profile simulation was performed with several a-Si: H structures. The length of each x and y plane was fixed to 8 \( \lambda \) and simulated with PML boundary conditions along the x, y and z axes. The Gaussian beam was approximated by a combination of 1,000 plane waves to produce NA 1.3, which is the same as the objective lens in the experiment.
5.2. Fabrication
A 100 nm-thick layer of a-Si:H was deposited on a glass substrate by chemical vapor deposition (BMR Technology, HiDep-SC) with flow rates of SiH$_4$ 10 sccm and H$_2$ 75 sccm, RF power 800 W, and pressure 25 mTorr. A circle array composed of photoresist of poly (methyl methacrylate) (Microchem, 495 PMMA A2) was developed using methyl isobutyl ketone after standard EBL (ELIONIX, ELS-7800, 80 kV, 50 pA). A 30 nm chromium layer was deposited using an electron beam evaporator (KVT, KVE-ENS4004) and lifted-off. The a-Si:H was etched using a dry etcher (DMS, silicon/metal hybrid etcher). The remaining chromium mask was then removed using chromium etchant (CR-7).

5.3. Cell preparation
The prepared sample was sterilized with 70 % ethanol for 5 min and rinsed with phosphate-buffered saline. The sample was placed inside a six-well cell culture plate and NIH3T3 fibroblast cells were seeded on the sample at a density of $1 \times 10^6$ cells/cm$^2$. The cells were cultured in a complete medium composed of high-glucose Dulbecco’s Modified Eagle Medium (DMEM; Hyclone) supplemented with 10 % fetal bovine serum and 1 % penicillin/streptomycin. After 1 day of culture, the cells were fixed with 4 % paraformaldehyde at room temperature for 10 min, then permeabilized with 0.1 % Triton X-100 in PBS at 4°C for 15 min. Then actin filaments of the cells in the samples were immunostained for 30 min with dyes that fluoresce in red (TRITC-conjugated phalloidin; Sigma) or green (FITC-conjugated phalloidin; Invitrogen). The immunofluorescence staining images of the actin filaments of the cells were obtained using a confocal microscope (ZEISS, LSM 700).

5.4. Spectrum measurements
A lab-built spectrometer setup was used to obtain reflection spectra of metasurfaces. Unpolarized white light was beamed at the sample through the objective lens (10X, NA = 0.3), and the reflected light collected by the same objective lens. The captured reflected light was delivered to a spectrometer (IHR-320, Horiba) that has a CCD detector (Synapse CCD 1024 × 256, Horiba). Reflection spectra were normalized by the reflection measured from a silver mirror that has high reflectance in the visible range.

6. Conclusion
In summary, we have proposed a method of combining all-dielectric metasurfaces with laser scanning microscopy to enhance the axial resolution with implicit spectral filtering. We found that the use of metasurfaces beneath the specimen can generate an interference-assisted axially confined layer away from the metasurface. Our all-dielectric metasurface provides spectral filtering at any wavelength in the whole visible range by adjusting the unit cell parameters. To practically prove this technique, actin filaments in NIH3T3 cells were distinguished clearly from background signal. We achieved a 2-fold axial resolution enhancement and a 1.75-fold SBNR enhancement in both simulation and experiment. To the best of our knowledge, this results have shown one-step advanced applicability in comparison with other techniques showing similar axial confinement effects. In addition to enhancing the axial resolution of the existing research, our method has additional advantages based on the designing of the nano-sized unit cells constituting the metasurface; spectral filtering and free designing of nanopatterns with proper structure parameters and optical characteristics. We expect that present MAIT will have an impact on imaging area as an useful imaging platform for observing cellular responses on patterned substrate by exploiting short axial depth and spectral filtering through the engineering of metasurfaces.
Appendix

Fig. 5. Refractive index $n$ (black lines) and extinction coefficient $k$ (red lines) of: (a) a-Si:H and (b) a-Si.

Fig. 6. SEM images of fabricated dielectric metasurfaces composed of a-Si:H nanodiscs array. Each metasurface has different geometrical parameters: (a) $r = 75$ nm, $P = 334$ nm, (b) $r = 94$ nm, $P = 380$ nm. PT was coated to acquire SEM images.

Fig. 7. (a) Scaling factor $F = P/r$ used in numerical simulation and fabrication. (b) Quality factor (Q-factor) when $P = 442$ nm, which yields a maximum reflectance peak at 647 nm. This term is considered to ensure that $F$ sharpens the reflectance spectrum. The reflectance peak sharpens as the space between nanodiscs increases. (c) Reflectance spectra at $P = 442$ nm with $F = 3.2, 3.5$ and $3.8$. 
**Fig. 8.** The phase difference of the incident and the reflected beam (red) and amplitude of the interference pattern (black) along the propagation axis at wavelength of 488 nm.

**Fig. 9.** Gaussian beam profiles on the x-y plane. (a) Normal Gaussian beam profile and (b) Gaussian beam profile on the metasurface. The refractive index of surrounding is 1 (air). (c) Normal Gaussian beam profile and (d) Gaussian beam profile on the metasurface. The refractive index of surrounding is 1.33 (water). The wavelength is 488 nm. As shown in the figures, there is no difference in spatial resolution. The Gaussian beam waist decreased when the surrounding refractive index increased.

**Fig. 10.** (a) Axial confinement according to the reflection coefficient. (b) Field amplitude along the propagating axis. In the calculation, two Gaussian beams were illuminated along the propagation direction with opposite direction. One Gaussian beam is adjusted to have various amplitude which can be considered as the effective reflector having different reflection. The axial confinement is defined as a full-width half-maximum of the field amplitude in one cycle, normalized by wavelength.
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